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CONSUMER

Amazon Inc.

Amazon.com Inc is an
American electronic
commerce company and
one of the largest internet
retailers in the world.

• Responsibility to Respect
- Responsible Supply Chains

www.amazon.com

Darden
Restaurants

Darden Restaurants is an
American restaurant
operator. Restaurant chains
include Olive Garden and
Steakhouse.

• Farm to Fork - Animal
Welfare

www.darden.com

Denso Corp.

Denso Corporation is a
global automotive
components manufacturer
headquartered in Japan.
www.denso.com/global/en

• Getting Real About the
Energy Transition - Investor
Decarbonisation Initiative

In September 2018 we participated in a collaborative ICCR
engagement with Amazon to discuss the company’s labour,
human rights, and chemicals policies. We discussed
implementation of the company's recently updated supplier
code as well as ethical recruitment practices, including
recruitment fees that may be charged by third parties. We
relayed concerns that Amazon's internal code of conduct does
not explicitly support freedom of association, whereas its
supplier code does. Based on an assessment by Mind the Store,
a Washington based coalition promoting safer chemicals,
Amazon lagged competitors such as Walmart and Target in
adopting and implementing a chemicals policy. We urged the
company to consider adopting a chemicals policy as it is the
largest online retailer.

NEI Global Equity
RS Fund
NEI Global Equity
Fund

In August 2018 we were part of the Antibiotic Stewardship
investor collaboration that wrote to Darden Restaurants to
encourage the company to take steps to extend its current
policy to not use medically-relevant antibiotics for growth
promotion, to also eliminate the use of these antibiotics for
disease prevention in healthy animals.

NEI Global Dividend
RS Fund

In July 2018 we were part of the Investor Decarbonisation
Initiative that wrote to Denso asking the company to commit to
sourcing 100% of its electricity needs from renewable energy
and to set science-based targets for GHG reductions that would
align the company with the Paris Agreement climate goals. The
company responded in July 2018 that is it working toward new
2025 environmental targets.

NEI Global Dividend
RS Fund
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Ford Motor
Company

Ford Motor Company (Ford)
is an American
multinational automobile
maker, founded in 1903.

• Getting Real About the
Energy Transition Advancing the U.S. Energy
Transition

www.ford.com

McDonald's
Corporation

McDonald’s operates and
franchises restaurants
globally. The restaurants
offer a range of food items
including hamburgers,
french fries, salads, and
beverages.

• Farm to Fork - Animal
Welfare

As follow-up to a letter sent to Ford in April 2018, we joined an
ICCR engagement with the company in August 2018 to discuss
Ford’s strategy to move towards a low-carbon economy. We
also spoke to Ford about its position on the US administration's
efforts to weaken the CAFÉ fuel economy standards and Ford's
association with the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers
(which had publicly supported rolling back the existing
standards). Ford reassured investors that it supported the
existing CAFÉ standards and that a single standard across the
United States is a preferable solution. The company also noted
that it remains committed to aligning its business with a
low-carbon future regardless of regulatory changes.

In August 2018 we were part of the Antibiotic Stewardship
investor collaboration that wrote to McDonald’s Corporation to
commend the company for its strong policy on antibiotic
stewardship and its Global Vision for Antibiotic Stewardship in
Food Animals.

NEI Global Equity
RS Fund

NEI US Equity RS
Fund
NEI Global Dividend
RS Fund

www.mcdonalds.com

Publicis

Publicis Groupe is a French
multinational advertising
and public relations
company headquartered in
Paris.
www.publicisgroupe.com/en/

• Sub-advisor engagement
theme) Sexual harassment
policies

Our subadvisor for the NEI International Equity RS strategy,
Addenda Capital, contacted Publicis in September 2018 to ask
questions regarding company-wide sexual harassment policies
and training, mechanisms for the board to learn about sexual
harassment complaints, and policies for handling complaints.

NEI International
Equity RS Fund
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Starbucks

Starbucks is an American
coffee company and
coffeehouse chain.

• Farm to Fork - Plastic
Waste

www.starbucks.com

The Home
Depot Inc.

Home Depot is an American
home improvement
supplies retailing company.

• Getting Real About the
Energy Transition - Investor
Decarbonisation Initiative

www.homedepot.com

WPP Plc

WPP plc is a British
multinational advertising
and public relations
company.
www.wpp.com

• Sub-advisor engagement
theme) Sexual harassment
policies

In light of our participation in the Plastics Solutions Initiative
led by As You Sow, we participated in a collaborative
engagement with Starbucks in September 2018 to discuss the
company’s policies on plastic recycling and straws. Disposable
cups and straws are a core part of the company's business
model, making Starbucks is a high priority candidate for
curtailing plastic pollution through reuse and recycle programs.
Starbucks indicated that the company has partnered with
Closed Loop Partners to produce the Next Gen Cup Challenge,
an effort to stimulate innovative solutions for single use cups in
order to facilitate higher recycling rates. While the company
continues to offer a discount for re-usable cups and other
special promotions, investor participants urged the company to
strengthen its commitment to promote re-usable cups.

NEI US Equity RS
Fund
NEI Global Dividend
RS Fund
NEI US Dividend
Fund
NEI Tactical Yield
Fund
NEI US Equity RS
Fund

As a follow-up to our 2017 engagement with the company
under the RE100 initiative, we were part of the Investor
Decarbonisation Initiative that wrote to Home Depot in July
2018 asking the company to commit to sourcing 100% of its
electricity needs from renewable energy and to set
science-based targets for GHG reductions that would align the
company with the Paris Agreement climate goals.

NEI Global Dividend
RS Fund

Our subadvisor for the NEI International Equity RS strategy,
Addenda Capital, contacted WPP in September 2018 to ask
questions regarding company-wide sexual harassment policies
and training, mechanisms for the board to learn about sexual
harassment complaints, and policies for handling complaints.

NEI International
Equity RS Fund

NEI Generational
Leaders Fund
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Yum! Brands

Yum! Brands is an
American fast
food company operating
brands including Taco Bell,
KFC and Pizza Hut.

• Farm to Fork - Animal
Welfare

www.yum.com

• Responsibility to Respect
- Responsible Supply Chains

Aritzia Inc.

Aritzia is a Canadian
women's fashion apparel
and accessories retail
company.
www.aritzia.com

• Governance Matters Advancing ESG
Management and
Disclosure

• Getting Real About the
Energy Transition Implementing TCFD
Recommendations on
Climate Disclosure

In August 2018 we were part of the Antibiotic Stewardship
investor collaboration that wrote to Yum! Brands to
congratulate the company on its timebound commitments to
remove antibiotics important to human medicine from poultry
supply chains in the US. We noted that we remain concerned
about the routine use of such antibiotics in countries other
than the US.

NEI Global Dividend
RS Fund

As part of our aim to advance good corporate governance
practices at smaller companies where we have significant
share ownership, we wrote to Aritzia in July 2018 in advance of
its Annual Meeting to inform the company of corporate
governance concerns that could adversely impact our voting
decisions. Specifically, we noted our concerns around low
board independence levels.
We wrote to Aritzia in September 2018 to continue our
conversation with the company on improving its ESG
disclosure. We were pleased with the company's updated
Vendor Code of Conduct and enhanced supply chain disclosure.
We provided additional feedback on areas where we thought
the company could focus its attention for its annual reporting,
and noted our investor expectations for disclosure on the
company's climate change risks and opportunities.

NEI Small Cap
Equity RS Fund
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ENERGY

CNRL

Canadian Natural
Resources Limited (CNRL)
is an oil and gas
exploration, development
and production company
with its corporate head
office in Calgary, Alberta.

• Getting Real About the
Energy Transition Advancing the Canadian
Energy Transition

www.cnrl.com

Exxon

Exxon, headquartered in
Houston, Texas, is the
world’s largest publicly
traded oil & gas company.

• Getting Real About the
Energy Transition Advancing the US Energy
Transition

www.exxonmobil.com

Suncor Energy

Suncor Energy Inc. is
Canada’s largest integrated
energy company, focused
on development of the
Athabasca oil sands.
www.suncor.com

• Getting Real About the
Energy Transition Advancing the Canadian
Energy Transition

As a co-lead in the PRI investor collaboration on methane, we
met with CNRL in August 2018 to continue our engagement
with the company on its efforts to reduce its methane
emissions. Specifically, we discussed the company's efforts to
ensure it is accurately measuring its methane emissions in light
of recent studies that raised questions about the accuracy of
industry data. As well, we pushed the company to adopt public
targets for reducing methane emissions and asked if it would
consider joining a voluntary industry initiative such as the
Guiding Principles on Methane. The company agreed to discuss
further.
In August 2018 we wrote to Exxon to commend it for ending its
membership in the American Legislative Exchange Council
(ALEC). ALEC is one of the more aggressive industry lobbying
groups in regard to actively fighting the implementation of
progressive climate change policies in the US. We had noted in
previous meetings with Exxon our concerns about ALEC, and
the company had also indicated at that time that it did not
share the organization's stance on climate-related policy. The
company thanked us for our perspective and also noted that it
had recently joined the Oil and Gas Climate Initiative, an
industry-led initiative to pursue low-emission technologies.

In August 2018 we met with Suncor Energy at the company's
request to provide our perspective on gaps in the company's
reporting against the Task Force for Climate-Related Financial
Disclosure (TCFD) framework. We noted that the company did
have strong reporting but could address some shortcomings as
they relate to discussions of governance and strategy.

NEI Balanced RS
Fund
NEI Canadian
Equity RS Fund
NEI Canadian
Dividend Fund

NEI Global Equity
RS Fund
NEI US Dividend RS
Fund
NEI Tactical Yield
Fund

NEI Balanced RS
Fund
NEI Canadian
Equity RS Fund
NEI Global Equity
Fund
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FINANCE

• Governance Matters ESG-Ready Boards

Bank of
Montreal

BMO Financial Group is a
financial services provider
that serves more than 12
million personal,
commercial, corporate and
institutional customers in
North America and
internationally.
www.bmo.com

In August 2018 we met with BMO to follow up on our earlier
feedback on proxy letter in which we shared our perspective on
the governance of key ESG issues affecting the bank including
consumer protection, climate change and responsible lending.
We heard from the company on how the board is building
capacity on climate change and we noted the bank’s efforts to
manage its sales practices risk. In September 2018 we shared
with the bank a list of key questions that it could use as a
guidance to help meet our disclosure expectations on the
governance of sales practices risk.

• Governance Matters –
Business Ethics

• Getting Real About the
Energy Transition Implementing TCFD
Recommendations on
Climate Disclosures

• Responsibility to Respect
- Responsible Lending

In the context of the fourth update of the Equator Principles
framework on responsible lending, in August 2018 we reached
out to all Canadian signatories to the Equator Principles,
including BMO. We shared with the company two collaborative
investor communications with the Equator Principles
Association that contained recommendations to strengthen the
framework - one of the letters was signed by investors
representing $2.6 trillion in assets under management and
advisement. We urged BMO to align itself with the investor
recommendations during the Equator Principles Association’s
deliberations. Specifically, the investor letters requested a
robust engagement with Indigenous Peoples during the review
process, a uniform application of environmental and social
minimum standards to projects in developed and developing
countries unless local standards are demonstrably stronger, an
establishment of an effective resolution mechanism, and the
strengthening of reporting on human rights due diligence
processes.

NEI Canadian
Dividend Fund
NEI Generational
Leaders Fund
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• Governance Matters ESG-Ready Boards

CIBC

CIBC is a leading
Canadian-based financial
institution and provides a
full suite of financial
products and services in
Canada and around the
world.
www.cibc.com

• Governance Matters –
Business Ethics

• Getting Real About the
Energy Transition Implementing TCFD
Recommendations on
Climate Disclosure

• Responsibility to Respect
- Responsible Lending

In the context of the fourth update of the Equator Principles
framework on responsible lending, in August 2018 we reached
out to all Canadian signatories to the Equator Principles,
including CIBC. We shared with the company two collaborative
investor communications with the Equator Principles
Association that contained recommendations to strengthen the
framework - one of the letters was signed by investors
representing $2.6 trillion in assets under management and
advisement. We urged CIBC to align itself with the investor
recommendations during the Equator Principles Association’s
deliberations. Specifically, the investor letters requested a
robust engagement with Indigenous Peoples during the review
process, a uniform application of environmental and social
minimum standards to projects in developed and developing
countries unless local standards are demonstrably stronger, an
establishment of an effective resolution mechanism, and the
strengthening of reporting on human rights due diligence
processes.
In September 2018, we led a follow-up meeting with CIBC to
better understand its perspectives on earlier investor
recommendations to strengthen the Equator Principles
framework.

NEI Balanced RS
Fund
NEI Canadian
Equity RS Fund
NEI Canadian
Dividend Fund
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• Governance Matters -

E-L Financial

E-L Financial Corporation
Limited is an investment
and insurance holding
company in Canada.
www.e-lfinancial.ca/

Advancing Governance of
Canadian Holdings

• Getting Real About the
Energy Transition -

• Implementing the TCFD
Recommendations in
Climate Disclosure

Power Financial

Power Financial is a
Canadian multinational
diversified management
and holding company.
www.powerfinancial.com

• Getting Real About the
Energy Transition -

• Implementing the TCFD
Recommendations in
Climate Disclosure

Given our endorsement of the Task Force on Climate-related
Financial Disclosures (TCFD) recommendations, in August 2018
we wrote to E-L Financial to share developments in
investor-facing climate disclosure. We highlighted the gaps in
the company’s climate-related disclosures in regard to the
TCFD recommendations as well as gaps in comparison to its
peers, and identified areas for possible enhancement. We also
provided feedback on our proxy voting decisions at the
company’s Annual General Meeting. We raised corporate
governance concerns regarding the board and key committee
independence, the lack of gender diversity on the board, the
non-independence of the Chair, and the fact that several
director nominees were overboarded or did not hold company
shares despite having served on the board for several years.
Given our endorsement of the Task Force on Climate-related
Financial Disclosures (TCFD) recommendations, in August 2018
we wrote to Power Financial to share developments in
investor-facing climate disclosure and discuss how the
company’s current climate-related disclosures align with the
TCFD recommendations. We noted that Power Financial
already met several aspects of the TCFD recommendations.
However, we encouraged the company to further enhance its
disclosure, particularly on board capacity-building for effective
oversight of climate risks and opportunities, the integration of
climate perspectives into its business strategy as well as the
metrics used to assess climate risks and opportunities.

NEI Balanced RS
Fund
NEI Canadian Small
Cap Equity RS Fund
NEI Canadian
Equity RS Fund

NEI Balanced RS
Fund
NEI Canadian
Equity RS Fund
NEI Canadian
Dividend Fund
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• Governance Matters ESG-Ready Boards

Royal Bank of
Canada

Royal Bank is Canada's
largest company by market
capitalization, providing
personal and commercial
banking, wealth
management services,
insurance, investor services
and capital markets
products and services on a
global basis.

• Governance Matters –
Business Ethics

• Getting Real About the
Energy Transition Implementing TCFD
Recommendations on
Climate Disclosures

www.rbc.com

• Responsibility to Respect
- Responsible Lending

In the context of the fourth update of the Equator Principles
framework on responsible lending, in August 2018 we reached
out to all Canadian signatories to the Equator Principles,
including RBC. We shared with the company two collaborative
investor communications with the Equator Principles
Association that contained recommendations to strengthen the
framework - one of the letters was signed by investors
representing $2.6 trillion in assets under management and
advisement. We urged RBC to align itself with the investor
recommendations during the Equator Principles Association’s
deliberations. Specifically, the investor letters requested a
robust engagement with Indigenous Peoples during the review
process, a uniform application of environmental and social
minimum standards to projects in developed and developing
countries unless local standards are demonstrably stronger, an
establishment of an effective resolution mechanism, and the
strengthening of reporting on human rights due diligence
processes.

NEI Global Dividend
RS Fund
NEI Canadian
Dividend Fund
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• Governance Matters ESG-Ready Boards

• Governance Matters –

Scotiabank

Scotiabank is a leading
financial services provider
in over 55 countries and is
Canada's most international
bank.
www.scotiabank.com

Business Ethics

• Getting Real About the
Energy Transition Implementing TCFD
Recommendations on
Climate Disclosures

• Responsibility to Respect
- Responsible Lending

In the context of the fourth update of the Equator Principles
framework on responsible lending, in August 2018 we reached
out to all Canadian signatories to the Equator Principles,
including Scotiabank. We shared with the company two
collaborative investor communications with the Equator
Principles Association that contained recommendations to
strengthen the framework - one of the letters was signed by
investors representing $2.6 trillion in assets under
management and advisement. We urged Scotiabank to align
itself with the investor recommendations during the Equator
Principles Association’s deliberations. Specifically, the investor
letters requested a robust engagement with Indigenous
Peoples during the review process, a uniform application of
environmental and social minimum standards to projects in
developed and developing countries unless local standards are
demonstrably stronger, an establishment of an effective
resolution mechanism, and the strengthening of reporting on
human rights due diligence processes.

NEI Balanced RS
Fund
NEI Canadian
Equity RS Fund
NEI Canadian
Dividend RS Fund
NEI Growth &
Income Fund
NEI Canadian
Equity Fund
NEI Canadian
Dividend Fund
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• Governance Matters ESG-Ready Boards

TD Bank

TD Bank Group,
headquartered in Toronto
with offices around the
world, offers a full range of
financial products and
services.
www.td.com

• Governance Matters –
Business Ethics

• Getting Real About the
Energy Transition Implementing TCFD
Recommendations on
Climate Disclosures

• Responsibility to Respect
- Responsible Lending

In the context of the fourth update of the Equator Principles
framework on responsible lending, in August 2018 we reached
out to all Canadian signatories to the Equator Principles,
including TD. We shared with the company two collaborative
investor communications with the Equator Principles
Association that contained recommendations to strengthen the
framework - one of the letters was signed by investors
representing $2.6 trillion in assets under management and
advisement. We urged TD to align itself with the investor
recommendations during the Equator Principles Association’s
deliberations. Specifically, the investor letters requested a
robust engagement with Indigenous Peoples during the review
process, a uniform application of environmental and social
minimum standards to projects in developed and developing
countries unless local standards are demonstrably stronger, an
establishment of an effective resolution mechanism, and the
strengthening of reporting on human rights due diligence
processes.
In September 2018, we participated in TD’s stakeholder panel
survey to inform its materiality assessment.

NEI Balanced RS
Fund
NEI Canadian RS
Equity Fund
NEI Growth &
Income Fund
NEI Canadian
Equity Fund
NEI Global Equity
Fund
NEI Canadian
Dividend Fund
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Wells Fargo

Wells Fargo is an American
multinational financial
services company.

• Governance Matters Business Ethics

In collaboration with ICCR investors, we met with Wells Fargo in
September 2018 to review its progress in the implementation
of the Business Standards Review and provide feedback on its
first draft report. While we noted that some of our
recommendations had been considered, we urged the bank to
identify and publish key metrics to enable us to assess the
effectiveness of changes made at the bank over time and to
integrate such metrics into its executive compensation
framework.

www.wellsfargo.com

Citigroup

Citigroup is an American
multinational investment
bank and financial
services corporation
www.citigroup.com

In collaboration with ICCR investors, we wrote to Wells Fargo in
July 2018 to follow up on an earlier meeting with the bank. We
emphasized investor expectations for the bank’s Business
Standards Review and noted the report should address the
company's governance framework, board structure, executive
compensation framework, culture and human rights
considerations. In particular, we stressed our expectation that
the report should take an analytical approach to understanding
and disclosing past ethical issues, why they happened and how
the bank addressed them.

• Responsibility to Respect
- Responsible Lending

In the context of the fourth update of the Equator Principles
framework and as part of our collaborative outreach to its
signatories, we co-led a meeting with Citi together with Boston
Common in August 2018. The meeting addressed two
collaborative investor communications with the Equator
Principles Association that had been shared with the bank - one
of the letters was signed by investors representing $2.6 trillion
in assets under management and advisement. We learned
about Citi’s perspectives on the investor recommendations,
including on the distinction between the environmental and
social standards applied to developed and developing
countries. We also noted Citi’s active involvement in the review
of the Equator Principles framework and its ongoing efforts to
enhance disclosure about its human rights due diligence.

NEI Canadian
Dividend Fund
NEI US Dividend
Fund
NEI Tactical Yield
Fund

NEI Canadian
Equity Fund
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Manulife
Financial

Manulife Financial
Corporation is a Canadian
multinational insurance
company and financial
services provider
headquartered in Toronto.

• Responsibility to Respect
- Responsible Lending

www.manulife.com

In the context of the fourth update of the Equator Principles
framework on responsible lending, we reached out in August
2018 to all Canadian signatories to the Equator Principles
including Manulife Financial. We shared with the company two
collaborative investor communications with the Equator
Principles Association that contained recommendations to
strengthen the framework - one of the letters was signed by
investors representing $2.6 trillion in assets under
management and advisement. We urged Manulife to align itself
with the investor recommendations during the Equator
Principles Association’s deliberations. Specifically, the investor
letters requested a robust engagement with Indigenous
Peoples during the review process, a uniform application of
environmental and social minimum standards to projects in
developed and developing countries unless local standards are
demonstrably stronger, an establishment of an effective
resolution mechanism, and the strengthening of reporting on
human rights due diligence processes.

NEI Growth &
Income Fund
NEI Canadian
Equity Fund
NEI Canadian
Dividend Fund
NEI Generational
Leaders Fund

HEALTH CARE
NEI Global Equity
RS Fund

Amgen Inc

Amgen is an American
multinational
biopharmaceutical
company.
www.amgen.com

• Making Pharma Better Access to Medicine &
Advancing US Health Care

In July 2018 we participated in a collaborative ICCR meeting
with Amgen regarding drug pricing. Investor participants raised
concerns that pharmaceutical companies in the U.S., including
Amgen, use price increases rather than their product pipeline
to drive revenue increases, which we do not view as a
long-term sustainable business model. We discussed Amgen's
pricing principles and whether there is a link between executive
compensation incentives and drug price increases.

NEI Global Dividend
RS Fund
NEI US Dividend
Fund
NEI Tactical Yield
Fund
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CVS Health

CVS Health Corporation is
an American
retailpharmacy and health
care company.

• Making Pharma Better Opioid Crisis

www.cvshealth.com

Johnson &
Johnson

Johnson & Johnson is an
American multinational
medical devices,
pharmaceutical and
consumer packaged goods
manufacturer founded in
1886.
www.jnj.com

In light of our participation in the Investors for Opioid
Accountability (IOA), in September 2018 we were signatory to a
letter to CVS Health that raised concerns about the pharmacy
retailer's role and accountability in light of the North American
opioid crisis, and asked for a dialogue to discuss the IOA's
recommendations that the company improve its governance
and oversight of opioid-related business risks.
In September 2018 we wrote to Johnson & Johnson to provide
context around Canada-specific agenda items for an upcoming
meeting between the company and the Investors for Opioid
Accountability (IOA), of which we are a member. In light of the
role prescription opioids have played in the Canadian opioid
crisis, we raised questions around the company's Canadian
sales and marketing of Nucynta, a tapentadol-based
prescription opioid, when it had divested of the drug in the U.S.
market.

• Making Pharma Better Opioid Crisis, Access to
Medicine & Advancing US
Health Care

Also in September 2018, we met with the company through an
ICCR and IOA collaborative engagement, to discuss Johnson &
Johnson's global access to medicine strategy developments,
specifically in regard to vaccines, and to address concerns
around product safety and quality issues in light of the
company's exposure to numerous litigation procedures in the
U.S. We also discussed the company's global opioid portfolio,
including as it pertains to Canada. Johnson & Johnson stated it
has sold the majority of its global license to market and sell
Nucynta, and is no longer marketing opioids on the Canadian
market. We noted the difficulty for investors to assess Johnson
& Johnson's current global opioid portfolio based on the
company's public disclosures.

NEI US Equity RS
Fund
NEI Generational
Leaders Fund

NEI Canadian
Dividend Fund
NEI Generational
Leaders Fund
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Pfizer Inc.

Pfizer is a global
pharmaceutical company
headquartered in the U.S.

• Making Pharma Better Advancing US Health Care

www.pfizer.com

Walgreens
Boots Alliance

Walgreens Boots Alliance
(Walgreens) is one of the
largest pharmacy store
chain in the U.S.

• Making Pharma Better Opioid Crisis

www.walgreens.com

In collaboration with ICCR colleague Trinity Health, we wrote to
Pfizer in August 2018 to request a meeting with Pfizer
representatives and board members. We noted our concern
that the company had been implicated in various controversies
related to drug pricing, business ethics and product quality and
availability, which we believed warranted enhanced board
oversight of these issues as they could severely affect the
company's reputation and social license to operate.

In light of our participation in the Investors for Opioid
Accountability (IOA), in September 2018 we were signatory to a
letter to Walgreens that raised concerns about the pharmacy
retailer's role and accountability in light of the North American
opioid crisis, and asked for a dialogue to discuss the IOA's
recommendations that the company improve its governance
and oversight of opioid-related business risks.

NEI US Equity RS
Fund
NEI Global Equity
Fund
NEI Generational
Leaders Fund
NEI Canadian
Dividend Fund
NEI US Dividend
Fund
NEI Tactical Yield
Fund

INDUSTRIALS

Bunzl

Bunzl plc is a multinational
distribution and
outsourcing company
headquartered in London,
United Kingdom.
www.bunzl.com

• Sub-advisor engagement
theme) Energy use
(transportation) and SASB

Our subadvisor for the NEI International Equity RS stragegy,
Addenda Capital, met with Bunzl representatives in September
2018 to discuss various ESG topics including raw material
sourcing, product safety and quality, and carbon footprint
reduction targets. Addenda also informed the company of the
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) reporting
framework and explained that investors are interested in
seeing companies disclose in line with these standards.

NEI International
Equity RS Fund
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Hubbell

Hubbell Incorporated
designs, manufactures and
sells electrical and
electronic products to
construction and industrial
services.

• Governance Matters Advancing ESG
Management and
Disclosure

www.hubbell.com

LendLease
Group

Lendlease Group is a multin
ational construction,
property and infrastructure
company headquartered in
Australia.

• Getting Real About the
Energy Transition - Investor
Decarbonisation Initiative

www.lendlease.com

ShawCor Ltd.

Shawcor is a Canadian
oilfield services company,
based in Toronto.
www.shawcor.com

• Getting Real About the
Energy Transition Implementing TCFD
Recommendations on
Climate Disclosure

As part of our engagement collaboration with sub-advisor
Impax for the Environmental Leaders Fund, Impax met with
Hubbell to discuss the company's progress in improving its ESG
disclosure. The meeting was a follow-up to a previous
discussion with the company in 2017. The company had
requested feedback on its current ESG disclosures and
welcomed our perspective. The company is aware that its
current disclosure is not meeting investor needs but is trying to
be strategic about what to prioritize.

In July 2018 we were part of the Investor Decarbonisation
Initiative that wrote to LendLease asking the company to
commit to sourcing 100% of its electricity needs from
renewable energy and to set science-based targets for GHG
reductions that would align the company with the Paris
Agreement climate goals.

In September 2018 we wrote to Shawcor to begin a dialogue
about its management and disclosure of key ESG issues,
including its climate change strategy and any plans to increase
climate-related disclosure.

NEI Environmental
Leaders Fund

NEI Global Equity
RS Fund

NEI Balanced RS
Fund
NEI Canadian
Equity RS Fund
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Stantec Inc.

Stantec Inc. is an
international professional
services company in the de
sign and consulting
industry.

• Getting Real About the
Energy Transition Implementing TCFD
Recommendations on
Climate Disclosure

www.stantec.com

In September 2018 we wrote to Stantec to begin a dialogue
about its management and disclosure of key ESG issues,
including its climate change strategy and any plans to increase
climate-related disclosure. We met with the company in
September 2018 to discuss its role in the transition to a
low-carbon economy and to better understand its strategy in
regard to climate change. The company emphasized that it is
strongly committed to a low-carbon future and enhancing ESG
management in general, and sees significant opportunity for
the company in the energy transition. It provided an update on
relevant internal developments, such as the introduction of a
new Health, Safety, Security, Environment and Sutainability
committee of the board that is responsible for climate
oversight. We provided feedback on how the company could
enhance its disclosure by utilizing the Task Force for
Climate-Related Financial Disclosure (TCFD) framework.

NEI Balanced RS
Fund
NEI Canadian Small
Cap Equity RS Fund
NEI Canadian
Equity RS Fund

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
NEI Global Equity
RS Fund

Alphabet
(Google)

Alphabet is the parent
company of Google, a
multinational technology
company specializing in
Internet services and
products.
www.abc.xyz

• Governance Matters Responsible Tax

In August 2018 we contacted Alphabet several times as part of
the PRI responsible tax collaboration, urging the company to
engage with shareholders on the issue. In September 2018 we
participated in Alphabet's first ESG quarterly call.

NEI Global Equity
Fund
NEI US Equity RS
Fund
NEI US Equity Fund
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NEI US Equity RS
Fund

Apple

Apple Inc. is an American m
ultinational technology
company headquartered in
California.

• Governance Matters Responsible Tax

In August 2018 we contacted Apple several times as part of the
PRI responsible tax collaboration, urging the company to
engage with shareholders on the issue.

NEI Global Equity
RS Fund

www.apple.com

NEI Global Equity
Fund
NEI US Equity RS
Fund

Microsoft

Microsoft is an American
multinational technology
company.

• Governance Matters Responsible Tax

www.microsoft.com

In July 2018 we participated in a meeting with Microsoft
organized in the context of the PRI responsible tax
collaboration. We also joined an initiative writing to Microsoft in
its role as a member of the National Association of
Manufacturers, expressing concern about the association's
attacks on the shareholder proposal process.

NEI Global Dividend
RS Fund
NEI Global Equity
Fund
NEI Canadian
Dividend Fund
NEI International
Equity RS Fund

SAP

SAP SE is a German
multinational software
corporation.

• Governance Matters Responsible Tax

In September 2018 we participated in a meeting with SAP
organized in the context of the PRI responsible tax
collaboration.

NEI Global Dividend
RS Fund

www.SAP.com

NEI Canadian
Dividend Fund
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MATERIALS
As part of our aim to advance good corporate governance
practices at smaller companies where we have significant
share ownership, we wrote to Major Drilling Corporation in
August 2018 in advance of its Annual Meeting to inform the
company of corporate governance concerns that could
adversely impact our voting decisions. We noted our
appreciation of the good governance practices the company
already has in place, such as a high level of board
independence and wholly independent key committees.

Major Drilling
Group
International

Major Drilling Group
International is one of the
world’s largest drilling &
mine service companies
based in New Brunswick.
www.majordrilling.com

• Governance Matters Advancing Governance of
Canadian Holdings

Subsequently, we met with Major Drilling to discuss issues
raised in our letter, including chair independence, overboarding
of a newly appointed director and the executive compensation
structure. The company stated there has not been a CEO bonus
payout in several years in light of poor performance, and as
such it did not anticipate revisions to its compensation
structure in the short term. We noted that whilst we appreciate
the company's proactive approach to board diversity,
overboarded directors are a concern to us not only because of
director time constraints, but also as an indication that the
director pool is not increasing and diversifying as companies
are not recruiting outside of traditional venues. We took the
matters discussed and the company's responsiveness to
shareholder engagement into account in our voting at Major
Drilling's AGM.

NEI Small Cap
Equity RS Fund
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• Getting Real About the

Teck Resources

Teck Resources is a
Canadian metals and
mining company.
www.teck.com

Energy Transition Advancing the Canadian
Energy Transition

• Governance Matters Enhancing ESG
Management & Disclosure

In August 2018 we met with Teck Resources at the company's
request to provide feedback on its sustainability strategy. The
company is updating its strategy and wanted feedback on key
areas to address. We provided input on upcoming trends,
opportunities, and challenges for the company. We noted the
company had opportunities to focus more on energy transition
resilience and diversity performance as differentiators, and
that new sustainability goals could have more quantitative
aspects. We also highlighted the growing trends around
automation and machine learning as both opportunities and
risks, and the ongoing challenges the company faces in regard
to water quality issues in BC.

NEI Global High
Yield Bond Funds

REAL ESTATE

GEO Group

The GEO Group is a
Florida-based company
specializing in privatized
corrections, detention, and
mental health treatment.
www.geogroup.com

• Responsibility to Respect
Human Rights

In July 2018 we joined an ICCR-led collaboration writing to GEO
Group regarding the human rights impact and reputational
risks of involvement in detention of child migrants, and the
potential for advancing alternatives to detention.

NEI US Dividend
Fund
NEI Tactical Yield
Fund
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Collaborative Engagement
Business ethics
We continued to collaborate alongside ICCR investors, as part of a leadership team to review Wells Fargo’s progress on the Business Standards Review and Report, which it had
agreed to conduct as a condition of the withdrawal of the shareholder proposal that was filed at the bank following its widespread consumer and ethical issues. In July 2018, we
participated in a letter sent to Wells Fargo to emphasize investor expectations on the review process and the report content. In September 2018, we also met with the bank to
provide feedback on its first draft report. While we noted that some of our recommendations had been considered, we urged Wells Fargo to identify and publish key metrics to
enable us to assess the effectiveness of changes made at the bank over time and to integrate such metrics into its executive compensation framework.

Farm to Fork - Advancing Animal Welfare
In August, 2018, FAIRR (Farm Animal Investment Risk and Return), an investor network that raises awareness of the risks in intensive livestock production, launched the second
round of the engagement on Antibiotics Stewardship in livestock. We signed FAIRR's investor statement on antibiotics in livestock in 2017. In the second round of the
engagement, we, along with other signatories of the investor statement, sent letters to 20 companies urging them to consider adopting and implementing policies and guidelines
on antibiotics in livestock.

Farm to Fork - Business Benchmark on Farm Animal Welfare
In July 2018, as part of our continuing support for the Business Benchmark on Farm Animal Welfare, which compares the policies, practices and performance of consumer
sector companies on farm animal welfare issues, we provided comments on the methodology for the next iteration of the benchmark.

Getting Real About the Energy Transition - Advancing the Canadian Energy Transition
• We continued to be a lead investor in the PRI collaborative engagement on methane, where we are co-leading engagements with Canadian Natural Resources and Vermilion
Energy on company strategy to measure, report and reduce their methane emissions footprint. We are also a lead investor in the PRI Oil & Gas engagement collaboration, which is
focused on encouraging companies to develop and disclose company strategies to remain resilient in the energy transition.

• We continued to lead a collaboration with other Canadian investors on engagement with Canadian Tire Corporation on issues such as responsible sourcing, enhancing supply
chain disclosure and the recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosure (TCFD). As part of this collaboration's efforts to engage retail companies on
the TCFD framework and its impact for the consumer sector, we are leading efforts to organize an investor-led webinar on TCFD for members of the Retail Council of Canada.

Getting Real About the Energy Transition - Climate Action 100+
Climate Action 100+ is a global coalition of investors working together to engage the world's largest greenhouse gas (GHG) emitting companies on their strategies to mitigate
climate change-related risks and reduce their carbon footprint. The collaboration has a shared set of priorities that include enhancing board-level governance of climate risks,
providing disclosure in line with the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures, and reducing GHG emissions. We are co-leads for the engagements with Canadian
Natural Resources Ltd (CNRL) and Suncor Energy, and supporting investors with Exxon, Chevron, Valero, Ford, GM, and Marathon. Introductory letters were sent to Suncor, GM
and Valero in Q3.
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Getting Real About the Energy Transition - Investor Decarbonisation Initiative
We continued to participate in the Investor Decarbonisation Initiative (IDI), which we are signatory to, and sent letters to Denso, LendLease and Home Depot. The Investor
Decarbonisation Initiative engages companies to commit to one or more key commitments, such as sourcing 100% of electricity use from renewable sources, converting 100% of
corporate vehicles to electric models, and setting science-based GHG reduction targets that align with the Paris Agreement climate goals.

Governance Matters
We sit on the Canadian Coalition for Good Governance Environmental & Social Committee, where we are working to integrate the Coalition's new guidance on investor
expectations for governance of E&S; issues to its dialogue program.

Governance Matters - Responsible Tax
We continued to participate in the global PRI collaboration on responsible corporate tax, focusing on multinational IT and pharmaceutical companies, which are particularly
exposed to tax-related controversies. We continued to pursue dialogue with Alphabet (Google) and Apple, and participated in meetings with Microsoft and SAP.

Making Pharma Better - Access to Medicine Index, Advancing US Health Care
We are a member of the ICCR Health Leadership team which sets strategies for ICCR engagements with pharmaceutical companies. We continued to participate in collaborative
ICCR engagements on global and U.S. health issues such as access to medicine and drug pricing with pharmaceutical companies. In this context we co-wrote a letter to Pfizer on
board oversight of issues that could affect its social license to operate, such as rising drug prices, and participated in a meeting with Amgen on its drug pricing strategy.

Making Pharma Better - Opioid Crisis
•We strengthened our participation in the Investors for Opioid Accountability (IOA) by chairing its newly established International committee, focused on opioid-related business
risks in markets other than the U.S. In that light we led part of the engagement agenda with Johnson & Johnson focused on its exposure to risks in the Canadian market through
its sale of Nucynta. The IOA has broadened its engagement focus to include pharmacy retailers, and we signed letters sent to Walgreens and CVS Health asking for a dialogue on
enhanced governance oversight on opioid business risk.

Responsibility to Respect Human Rights
• In the context of the fourth update of the Equator Principles (EP) framework, known as the EP4 update, and in collaboration with Boston Common, we participated in an
outreach to the EP signatories by asking them to support investor recommendations presented in two investor communications with the Equator Principles Association during
the latter’s deliberations; noting that one of the statements was signed by investors representing $2.6 trillion in assets under management and advisement. In this context, we
shared the investor statements with all Canadian signatories including Manulife Financial and Canada’s largest banks BMO, CIBC, RBC, Scotiabank and TD. We also led a follow-up
meeting with CIBC and joined another meeting with Citigroup.

• We sit on the steering committee activities for the Investor Alliance for Human Rights, a new global collaborative platform connecting institutional investors with tools and
strategies to promote corporate respect for human rights, which was launched in May 2018. Working with Boston Common Asset Management, we lead work on the promotion of
human rights due diligence in responsible lending.
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Policy Actions
Farm to Fork
In July 2018 we were signatory to a letter organized by Ceres to the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO), asking for additional environmental and social criteria to be
integrated to the RSPO Principles and Criteria, including enhanced protection of forests that are most significant for conservation and climate protection, and greater focus on
human rights and labour rights issues.

Getting Real About the Energy Transition
• In September 2018 we provided comments to Environment Canada's consultation on the Mid-Term Evaluation of the Passenger Automobile and Light Truck Greenhouse Gas
Emission Regulations for model years 2022-2025. Canada and the US had previously agreed to harmonize their respective regulations in regard to increasing the fuel efficiency
of all passenger vehicles made in the two countries. However, the US has recently proposed a regulatory rollback that would freeze the requirement for US car manufacturers to
increase the efficiency of their vehicles after 2021, meaning the existing Canadian regulations would no longer align with the US standards. In our submission, we urged to the
government of Canada to maintain the existing (higher) standards and to align itself with California and the 13 other states that have adopted similar standards. We believe the
long-term competitiveness of the industry is best served by the higher standards, as the standards will drive innovation but will also allow Canadian companies to access
international markets like China and Europe where more stringent regulations are in place. As well, there are clear climate and health-related benefits to the existing standards
that are important to all stakeholders, and the added costs of new technologies to meet the regulations are more than offset by long-term savings for consumers.

• In July 2018 we met with CPA Canada to share how we use climate-related information in our processes and to explain what kind of improvements in disclosure would be
helpful. CPA Canada was conducting research on the state of climate-related disclosure in Canada, and the degree to which investors are using the data. We noted a clear need
to improve the quality and quantity of climate-related disclosure in order for investors to be able to assess their own exposure to climate-related risks.

• In September 2018 we followed up on earlier discussions with Retail Council of Canada (RCC) in regard to sharing investor expectations related to climate change and the
recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures. As an outcome of this discussion, we organized an investor-led webinar on TCFD for RCC members.

Making Pharma Better - Opioid Crisis
In August 2018 we provided feedback to Health Canada's consultation on its plans to restrict the marketing and promotion of prescription opioids. We brought attention to the
Investors for Opioid Accountability (IOA) of which we are a member, and discussed specific governance and risk mitigation measures on which IOA investors have been seeking
disclosure from pharmaceutical companies, including changes in salesforce levels and promotional programs, and transparency around opioid sales incentives for relevant staff.

Responsibility to Respect
• As part of our efforts to promote responsible lending practices among banks, in July 2018 we were signatory to a collaborative investor letter to the Equator Principles
Secretariat calling for enhanced integration of indigenous rights concerns in the project finance sustainability framework.

• In September 2018 we were signatory to an investor statement led by ICCR, in support of continuing the Bangladesh Accord for Fire and Building Safety. While the initiative
was originally extended to allow additional time for factory remediation and building effective worker safety committees, the High Court of the Supreme Court of Bangladesh
ruled in June, 2018 that the Accord’s approval to operate will expire at the end of November 2018.
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Fund Name Change Guide:
*New name

Former name

NEI Canadian Small Cap Equity Fund

(Formerly NEI Northwest Specialty Equity Fund)

NEI Canadian Dividend Fund

(Formerly NEI Northwest Canadian Dividend Fund)

NEI Canadian Equity Fund

(Formerly NEI Northwest Canadian Equity Fund)

NEI Emerging Markets Fund

(Formerly NEI Northwest Emerging Markets Fund)

NEI Global Equity Fund

(Formerly NEI Northwest Global Equity Fund)

NEI Growth & Income Fund

(Formerly NEI Northwest Growth and Income Fund)

NEI U.S. Dividend Fund

(Formerly NEI Northwest U.S. Dividend Fund)

NEI Global High Yield Bond Fund

(Formerly NEI Northwest Specialty Global High Yield Bond Fund)

NEI Balanced RS Fund

(Formerly NEI Ethical Balanced Fund)

NEI Canadian Equity RS Fund

(Formerly NEI Ethical Canadian Equity Fund)

NEI Canadian Small Cap Equity RS Fund

(Formerly NEI Ethical Special Equity Fund)

NEI Global Dividend RS Fund

(Formerly NEI Ethical Global Dividend Fund)

NEI Global Equity RS Fund

(Formerly NEI Ethical Global Equity Fund)

NEI US Equity RS Fund

(Formerly NEI Ethical US Equity Fund)

NEI International Equity RS Fund

(Formerly NEI Ethical International Equity Fund)

NEI Balanced Yield Portfolio

(Formerly NEI Global Strategic Yield Fund)

NEI Tactical Yield Portfolio

(Formerly NEI Northwest Tactical Yield Fund)

NEI Select Income & Growth Portfolio

(Formerly NEI Select Conservative Portfolio)

NEI Select Maximum Growth Portfolio

(Formerly NEI Select Global Maximum Growth Portfolio)

NEI Select Income RS Portfolio

(Formerly NEI Ethical Select Income Portfolio

NEI Select Income & Growth RS Portfolio

(Formerly NEI Ethical Select Conservative Portfolio)

NEI Select Balanced RS Portfolio

(Formerly NEI Ethical Select Balanced Portfolio)

NEI Select Growth RS Portfolio

(Formerly NEI Ethical Select Growth Portfolio)

Northwest Funds, Ethical Funds and NEI Investments are registered trademarks of Northwest & Ethical Investments L.P. Northwest & Ethical Investments Inc., is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Aviso
Wealth Inc. (“Aviso”). Aviso is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Aviso Wealth Limited Partnership (“Aviso Wealth LP”), which in turn is owned 50% by Desjardins Financial Holdings Inc. (“Desjardins”) and
50% by a limited partnership owned by the five Provincial Credit Union Centrals (the “Centrals”) and the CUMIS Group Limited.

